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PRAMANAS IN THE PRABHAKARA-MIMAMSA

The Mlmamsa system of Indian Philosophy has two chief 
branches viz., the Bhatta school of Kumarila and the Prabhakara 
school of Prabhakara Misra.

Knowledge, according to the Prabhakaras, is intrinsic. Differ
ent schools of Indian thought are not unanimous regarding the 
nature and number of the sources of valid knowledge (pramana). 
According to the Prabhakara-Mimamsa, valid knowledge is experi
ence. Experience is different from remembrance and remem
brance is, again the cognition that arises out of the impression 
caused by previous knowledge1.

1. anudhulih pramimam sd smrter anya smrtih punah / purvavijnanasamska- 
ramatrajam jnanam ucyate // pp. 5.1.

2. tatra pancavidham manath pratyaksam anumanam tathd. / tathopamanar- 
thdpatti iti guror mat am // Ibid., pp. 5.3.

3. yatharlham sarvam eveha vijndnam iti siddhaye / prabhakaraguror bhdvah 
samicinah prakdsyate // p. 43.

Of the sources of valid knowledge, Prabhakara recognizes five: 
perception (Pratyaksa), Inference (Anumdna), Verbal Testimony 
(Sastra), comparison (Upamana) and Postulation (Arthdpatti)2. 
The Prabhakaras do not recognize non-apprehension 
(Anupalabdhi) of the Bhattas and the vedantins as an independent 
source of valid knowledge.

Prabhakara, a staunch follower of the Mimamsa theory of the 
self-validity of knowledge (svatah-pramanyavada) asserts that all 
experience is valid. Salikanatha also says as such3.
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The theoiy of Error advocated by the Prabhakaras is known as 
Akhyativada. It is Akhyati because it interprets error or illusion as 
the absence of ‘khyati’ which means knowledge. The Prabhakaras 
contend that the object of a cognition is that alone which is mani
fested by it. In the illusion, ‘idam rajatam' (this is silver), what is 
manifested is 'rajata' (silver) and as such its object is the silver and 
not the nacre4.

4. idam rajatam ity atra rajatan cavabhdsate / tad eva tena vedyam syan na hi 
suktir avedanat // p. 49.

5. yatra hi visayasya svariipam paricchidyate tatsamvedyam ucyate - BR, p. 
84.

6. sdksdt pratttih pratyaksam meyamdtrprama.su sd ( PP, p. 104.

The theory of Akhyati presents a good psychological analysis 
of illusion and it is right in stating that in illusion there is some 
objective fact which is incompletely viewed.

Perception (pratyaksa) is the primary source of valid knowl
edge and is universally accepted. It gives a direct knowledge of 
reality. Prabhakara says that perception apprehends the form of 
object5 6. The very simple but clear definition of perception has 
been given by Salikanatha as he says that perception is the direct 
apprehension which cognises the apprehended object (Meya), the 
self (Mata) and the apprehension itself (miti)b.

The Prabhakara Mimamsakas present a peculiar theory of per
ception called 'the Triputipratyaksavada (thye theory of Triple per
ception). According to this theory, three factors (i.e., Meya, Mata 
and Miti) are revealed. For instance, ‘naramaham janami’ (I know 
the man). Here, in this example, there are three factors. The word 
‘aham" (I) refers to the self or the apprehended person; the word 
‘nara’ (man) refers to the object of apprehension and the 'janami’ 
(know) indicates the apprehension itself.

The self and the object always stand in need of a revealer, but 
the cognition is self-revealed (svayamprakasa). The self is the sub
ject of all the cognitions. Though all the three factors of the triple 
perception viz., the Mata, Meya and Miti figure in every act of per
ception, still there is difference that so far as the Mata and Meya 
are concerned, these are somthing different from the Miti itself, 
while the Miti is not different from itself. For, the Miti being self- 

meyamdtrprama.su
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illuminous, it is in need of nothing to manifest it7.

7. meya matr-pramandnam pralttau visesah kah. ucyale-Meye-matari ca vyatt- 
rikta pratitih Sdksalkdravali, mitau tv avyatirikta, Ibid., p. 170.

8. tatra Indriyasannikarso 'yam pramanam - MM, p. 4.
9. Vide, Ibid., p. 196.
10. Vyapyadarsanad asannikrstdrthajhdnam anumanam - MM, p. 25.
11. Yatra Yatra dhumastara tatra bahnir iti sdhacaryaniyamo vyaptth - TS, 

p. 34.

According to the Bhatta school, perception is the valid knowl
edge produced by sense contact8. This definition is, to some ex
tent, similar to the definition supplied by the Naiyayikas. But the 
definition of perception given by the Prabhakaras, is not similar to 
any definition of any system.

Salikanatha's definition of Inference (Anumana) is contained 
in the statement 'jnatasmabandha-niyamasyaikadesasya darsanat, 
Ekadesantare buddhiranumana-mabadhite’9. (Inference is the 
uncontradicted knowledge of another factor because of seeing a 
factor the relation of which is well-known). This definition of 
Anumana is almost similar to the definition given by Sahara 
wherein the word ‘abadhite’ is included and not ‘ asannikrste’. Sa- 
likanatha interprets the word ‘asannikrste* to mean that the object 
of inference should not be contradicted by a means of right knowl
edge.

According to the Prabhakaras, Anumana or inference is appre
hension rather than memory.

Anumana is, according to the Bhattas, the cognition of what is 
not proximate resulting from the perception of what is pervaded10 11. 
The definition of Anumana given by the Prabhakaras is found to be 
satisfactory and more logical. For, unless we know the relation 
between the fire and the smoke, we cannot infer fire by means of 
seeing the smoke. This natural and inseparable relation between 
the fire and the smoke is called pervasion (vyapti)n. The Prabhaka
ras say that the relation of smoke with fire is understood with a 
single observation and as such pervasion can certainly be under
stood from a single observation. Regarding pervasion the system 
of Prabhakara holds widely different views from those of all other 
thinkers. According to the Bhattas also, pervasion or vyapti is a 
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natural relation12. But it is known through repeated observation 
(Bhuyo darsand) and not from single observation (Sakrtdarsana) 
as the Prabhakaras hold.

12. Svabhavikah Sambandho vyapdh - MM, p. 26.
13. anumdnatah parastad upamanam varnayanti tarkavidah / vadtparigraha- 

bhtlmna vayaiii tu sabdam puraskurmah // MM, p. 91.
14. Vide, Sabarabhasya, p. 105.
15. asannikrsta iti kim idam. Pramanantarenaprattta id, p. 234.
16. Vide, Vakyarthamdtrka of the Ibid., p. 381.
17. Sadrsyadarsanottham Jnanam sadrsyavisayam upamanam, Ibid., p. 267.

Verbal testimony (Sastro) occupies the 3rd position in the 
serial order in the list of the sources of valid knowledge discussed 
in the Prakarana pancikd. Both the two schools of Mlmamsa have 
maintained this order, while the Naiyayikas and the vedantins ex
plain verbal Testimony after upamdna or comparison13. The Pra
bhakaras name the verbal Testimony as sastra, while the vedantins 
Agama. But other schools call it sabda.

Salikanatha defines sastra as — ‘Sdstram tu sabdavijnanat 
yad asannikrstdrthe vijnanam, (pp. 105). (Verbal Testimony is the 
knowledge of facts which lie beyond the range of perception and is 
due to the knowledge of words). This definition of Sastra is almost 
similar to the definition given by Sahara14. According to the Pra
bhakaras, the word ‘Sastra’ in the above definition applies only to 
the vedic injunctions which only bear verbal Testimony. For, ac
cording to them, the non-vedic sentences cannot be taken into the 
status of verbal testimony. The word 'Asannikrsta' in the defi
nition, says Salikanatha, means that which is not known by any 
other source15. Salikanatha, in the vdkydrthamdtrka-prakarana of 
his prakarana-pancikd explains the theory, on verbal Testimony, 
which is opposed to all other systems of Indian thought even to 
that of the Bhatta. The theory is called 'Anvitabhidhanavada ’ while 
that of others is ‘Abhihitanvayavada’. Salikanatha rejects the view 
of the Bhattas16 and establishes the theory of Anvitabhidhana.

Upamdna or comparison is also recognised by the system of 
Prabhakara as an independent pramana. According to 
Salikanatha, Up'amdna is the cognition of similarity brought about 
by the perception of similarity17. The Naiyayikas say that the npa- 
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mana is the knowledge of what is to be known from a popular 
similarity (vide N.S.1.1.6). Regarding upamana, there is not much 
more difference between the prabhakaras and Bhattas. The popu
lar example of upamana is — 'the gavaya is similar to a cow'.

In the prakarana pancika, Salikanatha explains upamana at 
length. He says that upamana cannot be included in perception, 
inference and memory18 19.

18. Tad idam upamanam na pratyaksam. na ca smrtih. Ibid,, p, 269.
19. Vina kalpanayarthena drstenanupann atam nayatadrstam artham yd sdr- 

ihapattis tu kalpand - Ibid., p. 272.
20. anyathdnupapattya yad upapadakakalpanam / tadarthapattir ity evam la- 

ksanarii bhasyahhasitam— ff MM, p. 127.
21. Vide, Foot note No. 4, PP, p. 280.

Arthapatti or postulation as a separate pramana is recognised 
by the prabhakaras, and the Bhattas and the vedantins. In a case, 
where the well-ascertained perception of a thing cannot be ex
plained without the assumption of another thing then it is the as
sumption that makes Arthapatti^. For example, when we know 
that Devadatta is alive, and perceive that he is not in the house, 
these two things viz. 'alive' and 'non-existence' in the house' can
not be reconciled unless we assume his existence somewhere out
side the house. Here, existence outside the house is called postu
lation. The followers of Kumarila Bhatta define postulation as — 
when something is otherwise unintelligible, the assumption of 
what will make it intelligible is postulation. This definition of pos
tulation is in conformity with the Bhdsya of Sahara. According to 
the Bhattas, there are two types of postulation — Drstdrthapatti 
(seen) and srutdrthdpatti (heard). But this is not admitted by the 
prabhakaras. For there is no srutdrthdpatti since what is to be as
sumed is only the sense20. The Prabhakaras recognize Drstartha- 
patti only. While the Bhattas are known as Sabdadhyaravadins, the 
Prabhakaras. Arthadhyaharavadins. For example, in a sentence 
'The door (dvaram) the door' in order to get a syntactical relation, 
the sense of the word 'close' Pidhehi is imported21. The impor
tation of ideas in case of the incomplete sentences as stated by the 
Prabhakaras is found to be more acceptable than the importation 
of word as stated by the Bhattas. For, unless we know the sense of 
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the word, we cannot import the word. Thus from the above dis
cussion, it is found that the epistemology of the Prabhakara school 
of Purvamimamsa is indispensable for the knowledge of the 
Mlmamsa epistemology as a whole and as such it needs a critical 
study.
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